### Instruction for Use (IFU)

**Sterile, Single Use & Non-Sterile, Reusable; Electrosurgical Bipolar Forceps**

**With & Without Cable**

---

**Sterile, Single Use, IFU (Page 1/1)**

**Use Case:**
- For use in general surgical procedures.
- Device intended for a task other than which it is intended may cause damage to the patient.

**Indications:**
- Device is designed to cut and coagulate tissue.
- Must be used with bipolar coagulation current.

**Contraindications:**
- Any use of this instrument for tasks other than for which it is indicated, can lead to premature wear.
- Insensitive to contact with abrasive materials.

**Handling:**
- Device must be handled with the greatest care when being transported, and stored.
- Sensitive to moisture.

**Setup & Use:**
- It is very important to examine carefully each Pencil for breaks, cracks or malfunctions before use.
- Use it especially to check areas such as Forceps points, pencil casing, buttons, cables & plug.
- Do Not Use Damaged Instrument.
- Attach the sterile device cable to the HP generator, ensuring that the contact pins are fully seated in the cable receptacles.
- Connect the cord to the generator only while it is in the "OFF" or "STANDBY" mode. Failure to do so may result in injury or electrical shock to the patient or operating room personnel.

**Warranty:**
- Shelf life of this device is 3 Years.
- This device is for Single Use / Single Sterilization only.
- In case of any manufacturing fault manufacturer will provide replacement.

**Returned Goods Policy:**
- Products must be returned in unopened packages with manufacturer's seals intact to be accepted for replacement or credit unless returned due to a complaint of product defect. Manufacturer will make determination of a device defect. Devices will not be accepted for replacement if they have been in the possession of the customer for more than 90 days.

**Product Information Disclosure:**
- Manufacturer excludes all warranties, whether expressed or implied, including but not limited to, any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Manufacturer shall not be liable for any incidental, consequential, loss, damage, or expense directly or indirectly arising from use of this product. Manufacturer does not assume any responsibility for future products or any other manufacturer products and products.

**Symbols Used on Labeling:**
- Manufacturer Authorized Representative in European Community
- Catalogue Number
- Lot Number
- See Instruction For Use
- Product is supplied sterile by Ethylene oxide.
- Keep dry.
- Keep away from sunlight.
- Fragile, Handle with Care.
- Do not reuse.
- Do not sterilize.
- Date of manufacture.
- Expiry Date.
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